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Solde Kafferosteri

The athlete coffee bar

NCS S 0500 N

2950mm

Inspired by
nordic conditions

NCS S 0500 N

In a land blessed with 200 days of challenging
conditions, rolling with the punches is not only
a refined habit but a bottom line of life itself.
Being one with the harsh Nordic conditions, Craft
takes world champions and everyday heroes on a
stylish journey through wet back country and cold
city streets. Designed and tested in our greatly
diverse climate, we ensure that our products will
bring joy and comfort to athletes everywhere.
Welcome to enjoy a close look at the
A/W 2020 collection.

NCS S 2000 N
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Baselayer wall (mitt i rummet)

Stay dry. Keep warm.
Love wool

Stay dry. Keep warm.
Love wool.

Baselayer

Dry is our highly functional baselayer range made
from advanced synthetic fibers that help you stay dry
during intense workouts in mild conditions. Preferred
by both world champions and everyday heroes.

Dry

Warm baselayers are made of smooth and highly
functional synthetic fibers, keeping you both warm
and dry during training in cold conditions. Expect
great performance and great comfort.

Warm

Wool baselayers are based on natural fibers and
keep you warm in really cold conditions, even when
wet. These versatile and odor-resistant items work
great for both low- and high-intensity training.

Icon invites you on a journey lined with dreams,
inspiration and overwhelming success. Just put
these items on and experience the euphoria of
victories past and the thrill of triumphs to come.

Wool

Craft Tailored Motion is developed
togheter and for the worlds elite athletes.
This is the best and the latest technologys
that we have to offer.
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